Figure 9.1: Hill Farm wattle impressions size range
Figure 9.2: Trenches 14, 15, and 19: distribution of wattle impression sizes
Figure 9.3: Selection of illustrated stone:
1. Saddle quern, Culham Greensand. From upper fill of MIA pit 318 (context 316; sf 41)
2. Rubber, Culham Greensand. From upper fill of MIA pit 769 (context 760)
Figure 9.4: Three refitting rim fragments of a Lodsworth rotary quern. From fill of IA pit 41 (context 69)
Figure 9.5: Bone toggle from middle Iron Age pit 94 (context 76)
Figure 9.6: Metalwork: 1. Copper alloy edge binding, 2. Copper alloy strip, 3. Iron blade fragment, 4. Copper alloy ‘Nauheim derivative’ brooch